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The Austrian Swiss alps have long held a fascination for millions of visitors over the years and has birthed not only the Sound of Music film, but also the Christmas Carol
Silent Night, Holy Night. And amongst the scenery of Heidi and winter sports some if the greatest golf courses have been built.
The Alpine Golf Tour will take you from Vienna to Zurich, where you will experience Austria and Switzerland away from the major cities, discovering the true heart of the
two countries. Staying in Castles, eating gourmet food and playing on some of the most beautiful golf courses in the world, you are in for a real treat.
Your trip comes with a private chauffeur and golf concierge, who will remain with you throughout your trip. with a maximum of 4 passengers in the 8 seater luxury Mercedes
V Class Van, you can be assured of comfort during the transfers. Your luggage and golf clubs will be handled by our concierge and lugguage team, meaning that you go
hands free throughout your trip.
After playing one of these alpine golf courses, you will be brought back to your luxury hotel, where you can pamper yourself in the fanstastic Spa and wellness facilities,
indulging yourself before sampling gourmet food at the hotels own restaurant, each with at least 2 Gault Millau hats, the equivalent of a Plate Michelin.
The golf courses have all been selected after careful inspection, for quality, playability and pure enjoyment. We love golf, and we want to make sure that you will enjoy the
courses we bring you to as much as we have. We want to give you the opportunity to experience the wonderful quality of life we have in these wonderful mountains, the
fantastic golf and the warm hospitality. So with that in mind, have a look through the brochure, and I look forward to welcoming you to the award winning Alpine Golf Tour.
Kindest Regards

Nicholas Boekdrukker
Owner, LGT Golf

THE GOLF COURSES
GOLF CLUB ADAMSTAL

Design: Jeff Howes
Ranking: Austria: 1 | Europe 85
European Tour Venue

Without a doubt one of the most beautiful golf courses in the world, and not only
according to Golf Digest! This Jeff Howes design is truly a masterpiece and even
after playing it countless times there are still moments of Wow! and Incredible!
Situated amidst the impressive scenery of the Alpine foothills, Golf Club Adamstal
is a true jewel—from the well-tended greens and fairways to the clubhouse. It is
the love for details which fascinates every golfer and lures you to come again. The
magnificent 27-hole golf course perfectly blends into the high forest, far away from
the stress and noise of city life providing a place to feel at peace. The panoramic
view and the pleasant atmosphere of this club guarantee a pure golf experience.
Amongst its fans, Golf Club Adamstal has always ranked as one of the top golf
courses in Austria.

GOLF CLUB AM MONDSEE
Design: Max Lamberg
Ranking: Austria: 6
Outstanding design, superb course maintenance and the picturesque embedding
into the landscape provides a golfing experience for all senses on the consistently
flat 18 holes. While golf beginners have a fair chance of good scores from the front
tees, top golfers can muster their entire golf repertoire to earn a birdie from the
champion tees. The fairways 15 to 18 are among the best finishing holes in the golf
world. Perennial water is just one of the imminent dangers that accelerate the
heartbeat.
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ALPINE GOLF TOUR
GOLF CLUB GUT ALTENTANN

Design: Jack Nicklaus, Ron Kirby
Ranking: Austria: 5
Austrian Open Venue 1990 - 1992
The first golf course in Europe designed by Jack Nicklaus presents golf architecture
at its highest perfection. It is obvious that his passion, competence and knowledge
were applied in the development of the course. An important criterion for Jack
Nicklaus was that the scenery should keep its original beauty. The first-class
championship course was the site of the Austrian Open from 1990 to 1992 and
provides a challenge for golfers of all levels.

GOLF CLUB ACHENSEE

Design: Diethard Fahrenleitner
Ranking: Austria: 12
Member Leading Golf Courses Austria
This 18-hole golf course situated in Pertisau at the foot of the Karwendel ranks
among the most beautiful courses in the Alpine region. The Golf- und Landclub
Achensee, founded in 1934, is not only the oldest golf club in the Tyrol but also one
of the first ones in Austria. The solid terrain structure and the magnificent location
at the biggest lake of the Tyrol make this course a veritable gem of golfing. The
Golf- und Landclub Achensee is special in every respect: The first tee is virtually
situated in the center of the town and the other holes promise pure Alpine golfing.
The generous new driving range provides an inviting setting for your warm-up and
practice and is further enhanced by a fantastic view of glittering Achen Lake.
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THE GOLF COURSES
GOLF CLUB WILDMOOS - SEEFELD
Design: Donald Harradine
Ranking: Austria: 19
Member Leading Golf Courses Austria

Surrounded by birches and larches, this course has been embedded in a natural
reserve area by the English architect Donald Harradine. Relaxing calmness,
untouched Tyrolean nature everywhere and an impressive mountain panorama
shape the championship course of Seefeld. This sportive and challenging course
has been ranked among the most beautiful golf courses by leading golf magazines.
Golfclub Seefeld-Wildmoos is an ideal retreat where you can concentrate on the
essentials. Moreover, it offers an extra bonus: At an altitude of 1300 m the balls fly
10% further than at sea level.

BAD RAGAZ GOLF CLUB

Design: Donald Haradine, Fred Hawtree
Ranking: Switzerland: 8
Host Venue Legends Tour (Swiss Seniors Open)
With loving attention to detail and care for perfect greens, the Golf Club Bad Ragaz
offers a very special golfing ex-perience. Embedded within an impressive mountain
panorama and being a member of Leading Golf, we are striving for perfection to
make discerning guests feel completely at ease.
Since 2007 the 18-hole Championship Course is a member of the Leading Golf
Courses, a community for quality and value, and further joined the World of Leading
Golf in 2018. These memberships confirm the culture and the corporate philosophy
of the golf club: striving for perfection. Furthermore, the golf course is the only one
in Switzerland which has been awarded the rating of 5* Superior and ranks amongst
the top courses in Switzerland by the Federal Association of Golf Courses.
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ALPINE GOLF TOUR
TRANSPORTATION

Mercedes V Class Vans
Concierge Driver
Our transportation takes place in Mercedes V Class Van to ensure a comfortable
transfer throughout your trip. The Van and chauffeur stay with you through out the
trip, and your luggage and golf clubs go “hands free”, meaning that for the duration
of the trip we take care of your lugguage and golf clubs.
On transfer days, your luggage will be sent ahead with our luggage team to the
next hotel, so that when you check in, it will already be waiting in your room.
Maximum 4 passengers per Van
Private Chauffeur
Bottled Water daily
Golf CLub and Baggage Handling
WIFI

ROUTE
The Alpine Golf Tour can start either in Vienna or in Zurich depending on your
preferences.
Extra Nights in either City can be booked but requests must be made in advance
and is subject to availability. A seperate deposit is required for the extra nights of
€50 per room.
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THE HOTELS
GRAND RESORT BAD RAGAZ

Bad Ragaz, Switzerland

The exclusivity remains the same, but the experience has reached new heights
Modern, sleek and majestic – in the completely renovated Grand Hotel Quellenhof,
tradition merges with contemporary style. The renovations, which were planned by
the star Swiss architect Claudio Carbone, allow the long-established hotel to break
into a new era of luxury hospitality. Its vibrant tradition has been maintained, while
imbued with a sense of modernity. For a new kind of luxury. For a true experience.
The suites also reveal both ample space and luxury at every turn. Natural stone baths
are flanked by large window panes and elegant shades. And we are also proud to
present our new masterpiece: the King Suite, which truly lives up to its name. The suite
features both private fitness and spa areas. This is true luxury.

INTERALPEN TYROL
Buchen, Tirol

The Interalpen-Hotel Tyrol is a spacious luxury resort in a unique, secluded location
near by the popular holiday resort Seefeld in Tyrol. Not only the dimensions of the fivestar superior domicile are impressive, but also its inner values are convincing down to
the last detail. Interalpen Hotel Tyrol located at an altitude of 1,300 m and surrounded
by imposing mountains. Ever since opening in 1985, the luxurious hotel near Seefeld has
accommodated sophisticated guests looking for a special atmosphere at an upmarket
establishment in its rooms and suites.
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ALPINE GOLF TOUR
FUSCHL CASTLE
Hof, Salzburg

Nestled in Austria’s "Sound of Music" Salzkammergut region, overlooking Lake Fuschl,
the storybook Schloss Fuschl, a Luxury Collection Resort & Spa — dating back to 1450
and just a 25-minute drive from Salzburg city is world-renowned for its spellbinding
natural beauty and intoxicating atmosphere. Indoors, the wellness spa is dedicated
to relaxation and rejuvenation, while our onsite restaurants afford unforgettable
dining experiences with a view over Lake Fuschl. Each of our 110 guest rooms and
luxury suites and lakeside cottages combines Old European charm with state-of-theart opulence. Refined nuances like an Old Master painting collection and sparkling
chandeliers add a regal air of sophistication and grandeur.

THALHEIM CASTLE

Kappeln, Lower Austria
The vast grounds steeped in history with their historical wings, buildings and
chapel have been carefully brought back to life, modernised and restored
with an exceptionally meticulous love of detail. Situated almost exactly
in the geographical centre of Lower Austria, nestled in the gently sloping
hills of the Mostviertel region, surrounded by a magnificent park with old
trees, rose and Baroque gardens is the Schloss THALHEIM luxury hotel.
The lovingly restored hotel features rooms and suites the 18th Century main building
and a fantastic 2 Gault Millau Restaurant where culinary delights await you. Explore
the beautifully maintained gardens and enjoy a tea in the free Standing tea house.
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THE ROOMS

Our carefully selected luxury hotels boast unique designs reflecting tradition and modernity. Generous space with an average of size 48m2 you will enjoy your rest, ready
for the next days adventures.
Castle Thalheim Deluxe Double 45m2/ 484 sq.ft
Castle Fuschl Grand Deluxe 31m2/ 334 sq.ft
Interalpen Tyrol Deluxe Double 68m2/ 731 sq.ft
Grand Resort Bad Ragaz Junior Suite 50m2/ 538 sq.ft
All accommodation includes the use of the Spa and Wellness facilities, something that Alpine hotels have specialised in over the last 50 years.
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THE FOOD

Prepare to indulge the palate. Our carefully selected hotels all have another feature in common, namely gourmet cuisine and fantastic wines. From the lower foothills outside
of Vienna with 2 Gault Millau hats to the Michelin stars at the Grand Resort Bad Ragaz, prepare to indulge all of your senses. The tour includes breakfast, lunch and dinner,
with only the drinks left to your discretion and tastes.
Castle Thalheim - Gault Millau 2 hats
Castle Fuschl - Gault Millau 3 hats
Interalpen Tyrol - Gault Millau 2 hats
Grand Resort Bad Ragaz - 7 resataurants 4 Michelin Stars
Upgrade to Chefs Table and Michelin Tasting Menu €405 pp.
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PRICES

Prices are per person sharing for the entire tour. This includes
Private chauffur from arrival to departure
Mercedes V Class Van
Accommodation in 4 luxury hotels
breakfast and dinner
bottled water daily
6 rounds of championship golf at the listed courses
shared golf cart
Not Included
Lunch
Alcoholic beverages
Gratuities
Price per Person - €7,724
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Preamble: LGT Golf is the trading name of LGT Solutions s.r.o. (Ltd) a limited liability company registered in Prague, Czech Republic, Company number 04096461, and is the sole rights holder to the golf programs mentioned in this brochure as well as on
the websites www.lgtgolf.com. LGT golf sells the program to other travel companies for resale as well as to end clients.
Parties: In these terms and conditions, “you” or “passenger” or “participant” refers to the person booking, purchasing or travelling on the tour, and to individuals travelling as part of that person’s reservation. “We” or “us” refers to LGT Solutions s.r.o trading
as LGT Golf. LGT Golf offers the travel package and enters in the terms and conditions listed in this brochure and our website www.lgtgolf.com.
Deposit & Final Payment: To make a reservation, please contact LGT Golf on bookings@lgtgolf.com or +43 660 134 5275 A deposit of €325 per person is required at time of booking. In addition to the tour deposit, Hotel Extra Nights require a nonrefundable deposit of €50 per stateroom at the time of confirmation of hotel availability. Final payment is due no later than 100 days prior to departure; non-payment may result in the reservation being cancelled.
Pricing: Unless indicated otherwise, all brochure prices are per person in € Euro, based on double occupancy of a standard hotel room. Single rates are available for the tour at a supplement of 50%, except for suites which are 100%. Pricing is accurate at
time of printing and expected to be in effect at the time of departure but maybe subject to surcharge or reduction for the following items: transportation costs, including the cost of fuel; government action such as increases in VAT or any other government
imposed increases; or currency exchange rate fluctuations. Only amounts in excess of 2% of the holiday price excluding insurance premiums and any amendment charges will lead to a surcharge or reduction; any surcharge levied will include an amount
to cover agent’s commission. If this means paying more than 10% above the holiday price quoted at time of booking, you will be entitled to cancel the holiday with a full refund of all money paid (not including any premium paid for holiday insurance and
amendment charges). Such a cancellation must be made within 14 days of the issue date printed on the surcharge invoice. Failure to pay a surcharge within 14 days may be treated as cancellation of the booking by you, and a cancellation charge of the amount
shown under “Cancellation Charges” applicable on the date of LGT Golf’s decision to cancel will be made. Cancellation Charges are dependent on the date of booking and are shown below. No surcharge or reduction will be made less than 30 days before the
date of commencement of the holiday but bookings received within this period may be charged at the published price plus any surcharge arising up to the date of that booking. Airfares and air taxes quoted on your invoice or by a reservation agent are only
guaranteed once full payment is received by LGT Golf.
Not Included In The Price: Passports/visas, excess baggage fees; vaccinations; gratuities; laundry, beverages and food not on the regular table d’hôte menu; optional excursions; all other items of a personal nature; travel, health, personal items or accident
protection plans. These items are paid locally. Governmental or local taxes/ fees, airport taxes and fees and fuel surcharges not included in the price will be charged by invoice.
Cancellation Charges: In the unfortunate event that you cannot travel and you need to cancel, please notify LGT Golf in writing. No cancellation can be taken without written notification. Cancellations are effective from the date of receipt of the written
notification. If LGT Golf has already issued final documentation that includes air tickets, the unused air tickets must be returned to LGT Golf before they can be cancelled. Please note that any name change/ substitution of passenger is treated as a cancellation
and any/all applicable cancellation charges will be applied. Cancellation charges are per person and shown below.
Passports and Visas: A valid passport is required of all travellers. Passports must be valid three months after the scheduled return date to your home country. All passengers must consult with the appropriate consulates if any visas are needed. Any visas,
or travel documentation required to travel is the sole responsibility of the passenger to obtain. LGT Golf is not responsible for delays or missed portions of your cruise/tour, relating to incorrect travel documents or visas.
Travel Documents: Upon full payment only, travel documents, including air tickets, are sent electronically 1 - 2 weeks prior to departure. If you would like your documents sent earlier, there is a €20 charge per reservation.
Airline Tickets (where applicable): LGT Golf purchases flights on your behalf through AmaWaterways. AmaWaterways determines airlines and flight schedules based on the availability of its specific contracted carriers. Air tickets are economy class, unless
requested otherwise, and are issued under the terms and conditions of the relevant airline(s). Business class air travel is available for purchase at the time of booking; please ask for details. Airlines require that your exact name, as it appears in your passport,
be on your air ticket. LGT Golf is not responsible for any issues resulting from an incorrect name on any air ticket issued. Every effort is made to obtain direct flights; however, your air schedule may require connections and overnight travel. LGT Golf is not
responsible for any costs resulting from lost air tickets delays, disruptions or cancelled flights; lost baggage or missed connections. In the event of a lost air ticket, the passenger will need to file a Lost Ticket Application with the carrier.
Changes: All tickets issued by AmaWaterways have certain restrictions; they cannot be reissued or exchanged. Any changes or refunds must be processed through LGT Golf. We reserve the right to charge an administration fee of €50, in addition to any
appropriate airline fees for any changes made. Any cancellation is charged under the cancellation penalty of the airline. Airline fees vary depending on the carrier. Some air tickets will be non-refundable.
Special Requests: Requests for seat assignments, meal requirements, special services and frequent flyer miles are at the sole discretion of the airline; please contact the airline directly.
Baggage: Please check with the appropriate airline regarding airline baggage allowances. In most cases, airlines allow 1 bag per person to be checked in. LGT Golf assumes no responsibility for loss, theft, damage or delay to passenger’s luggage. Baggage
insurance is recommended.
Transfers: Transfers are included in the tour price from Vienna International Airport and Zurich International Airport. Transfers to other airports are charged extra and can be arranged, but request must be made prior to final payment due.
Own Air: For passengers making their own air arrangements, please note that it is the passenger’s responsibility to obtain a valid ticket direct from an air carrier suitable for and in time for travel to the airport. LGT Golf accepts no responsibility for any travel
arrangement outside of the package provided to you.
Disclaimer of Responsibility: LGT Golf operates vehicles to transport clients throughout their journey from the beginning of the tour until the end of the tour. This includes Airport to Hotel and Hotel to Airport, to and from Golf Courses and any other
aspect as mentioned within the Brochure, but excludes all other transportation. All other arrangements are with others companies and individuals for services described in this confirmation and in our brochures. Transport on river cruise ships (“ships”) or other
forms of transport (“transport”) is provided by third party owners, operators and charterers (“supplier(s)”). Suppliers are separate entities and are deemed not to be our principals, agents, employees or partners. We do not own or operate any ship or other
transport service. Accordingly, we disclaim responsibility and liability for, and the participant waives, releases and acknowledges that there shall not be any claim or recourse against us for or as a consequence of: breach of duty, breach of contract, negligent
or willful or intentional act, failure to act or omission by any supplier. Supplier and participant obligations and liabilities are subject in each case to terms and conditions of each supplier’s contract of carriage or other supplier terms and conditions, and any and
all applicable government laws and regulations and international conventions that apply, including, but not limited to choice of law, jurisdiction of disputes and limitations of liability and limitations on timing of claims. Participant agrees that we shall not be
liable for any damage, loss (including personal injury, death, and loss of or damage to property) or expense occasioned by any act or omission of any supplier providing services, or any provider of a travel protection plan, or insurer, or of any other person. If
the services of a supplier cannot be delivered or there are changes in any planned service for any reason beyond our control, we will make an effort to arrange similar services. Any resulting additional expenses will be participant’s responsibility.
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Limitation of Liability: regardless of any other provisions in this confirmation and in our brochures, our liability for breach, damage, loss, personal injury, death, and/or loss of or damage to property, or other loss, injury or damage, also including, but
not limited to, economic damages, emotional distress, mental suffering and/or physical or psychologic injury, whether occurring before the start of travel, after travel has begun, after completion of the travel, or multiple time periods, and regardless of whether
due to accidental or willful or intentional act or omission of any person or entity, or other cause shall not exceed the amount of 20% of the package price.
Responsibility: LGT Golf is responsible to you in making arrangements for the services on your confirmation invoice. If the services of the supplier cannot be delivered, subject to ‘Tour Itineraries’ clause below, or for reasons beyond the control of LGT Golf,
we will arrange for the provision of comparable services, where and when possible. Any resulting additional expense will be payable by the tour participants and any resulting saving received will be refunded to tour participants.
Agreement: Payment of deposit and/or issue of your confirmation invoice shall be deemed your consent to the terms and conditions herein. The statements herein and the contract between cruise participants and LGT Golf is made on the terms of these
booking conditions, which are governed by European and Czech Law, and the jurisdiction of the Czech Courts. Terms and Conditions listed are those in effect at time of printing and will remain until replaced. Any new or reissue of Terms and Conditions will
replace all previous versions. No person, other than an authorised representative of LGT Solutions s.r.o, by a document in writing, is authorised to vary, add or waive any term or condition in this brochure, including any term or condition set forth in the preceding
provisions.
Complaints: If you have any problems or complaints during your holiday please address them with the relevant supplier (Hotelier | Amawaterways Cruise Director) and with your LGT Golf concierge. If the issue is not resolved during your holiday please
contact LGT Golf in writing within 28 days at the following address: complaints@lgtgolf.com.
Tour Itineraries: Deviations to the planned tour itineraries and hotels are possible, although every effort will be made to keep them as they are shown in the brochure and final documents. Should conditions render tour routes unsafe for navigation, LGT
Golf reserves the right to provide alternative services, including but not limited to accommodation and/or substitute ground arrangements. LGT Golf will make the effort to ensure that the places visited, excursions operated and the hotels offered are as similar
as possible to the ones originally planned. Any resulting changes will not result in a refund for the original services; all tour routes are subject to change without notice.
Cancellations: LGT Golf reserves the right to cancel, change, or postpone, any departure date and itinerary. In the event of a complete cancellation LGT Golf, we will issue a full refund of monies paid for the tour or offer a travel voucher valid for use on
any itinerary offered by LGT Golf. In the case of Force Majeur, Pandemics or travel bans, such as the 2020 Covid situation, clients will be offered either travel credit or a refund without penalty provided the client has not cancelled themselves prior to the official
government notification of travel bans. In the case of a client cancellation prior to any travel bans being announced the normal cancellation penalties apply.
Disabled Participants: Any disability requiring special attention must be reported to LGT Golf at the time of booking. LGT Golf will make reasonable efforts to accommodate the special needs of disabled tour participants, but is not responsible for any
denial of services by carriers, hotels, restaurants, or other independent suppliers. Tour vans are not equipped with wheelchair ramps and due to space limitations it is not possible to accommodate walkers and wheelchairs.
Pregnancy: For the safety of parent and child, and depending on various circumstances, passengers who are at an advanced stage of pregnancy (after 5 months) may be subject to restrictions or exclusion concerning their ability to travel. Please inform
us immediately, so we can assess your personal circumstances and possible accommodation.
Medical: You should always ensure that you have all the necessary vaccinations and medicines when traveling. Please also ensure that you have a valid insurance covering you for any medical treatment that you may need on your journey. AmaWaterways
does not employ doctors or nurses on their vessels. Should you require medical attention, local medical services can be contacted immediately. You are responsible for any and all charges resulting in either visiting the medical services, or their visiting you. LGT
Golf is not responsible for the type or quality of the medical services you may receive. Please contact your personal physician or local health department prior to travel for further detailed information and recommended precautionary measures.
Smoking: Smoking is not allowed in any LGT Golf vehicle.
Diets: Please advise LGT Golf at time of booking of any special dietary requirements you may have and we will make every effort to accommodate your request. Please note that not all dietary requests are possible.
Golf Itineraries: Golf courses are subject to change due to unforeseen circumstances or beyond our control. We reserve the right to adjust the itinerary as deemed necessary.
Medical: The guests represent that they have any physical or other condition or disability that would create a hazard for themselves or any other participant of the golf excursion. The right is reserved to decline to accept or retain anyone as an excursion
participant at his/her expense. In the event of an emergency guests authorise medical personnel to share critical health information with LGT Golf staff to help expedite appropriate medical response.
Insurance: It is recommended that each participant holds travel insurance to cover the travelling period. LGT Golf can recommend insurance brokers on request.

TOUR CANCELLATION CHARGES

Deposits

DAYS BEFORE DEPARTURE

PACKAGE FEES

AIRFARE CANCELLATION CHARGE

More than 121 days prior to departure

Loss of Deposit

100% of the purchased airfare

120-90 days prior to departure

25% of Package Price

89-60 days prior to departure

50% of Package Price

59-30 days prior to departure

75% of Package Price

29-7 days prior to departure

85% of Package Price

Less than 7 days prior to departure

100% of Package Price
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Due at time of booking
€325 per person

Catalogue Copyright
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© LGT Solutions s.r.o
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